Drug abuse - an uncontrollable phenomenon!?
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Objective: The most important objective of this presentation was to attract attention that sometimes the prescription of drugs become abusive and the phenomenon is really very difficult to be controlled.

Material & Methods: The idea of this presentation appeared after many clinical observations from my medical practice, regarding a new phenomenon. The intention of the patients is to consult many doctors, from different specialties in a short period of time, for diverse health issues and because every physician prescribe his therapeutic scheme, in the end the patient accumulate many therapeutic schemes in same time and in conclusion a lot of drugs, many unnecessary. Interactions between these accumulations of drugs from different classes are indeed very difficult to monitor and quantify. The truth is that many unnecessary drugs appear in complexes therapeutic scheme, most of them are difficult to be stopped immediately. Often the patients came with severe allergic reactions, which after investigations remain of unknown etiology and, the interactions between different classes of medications represent the real cause of allergy.

Results & Discussions: Because the patients consult many physicians in a short period of time, abusive therapeutics schemes appear in the medical practice and the phenomenon is difficult to be controlled. More than that, sometimes the patients administers other drugs on their own initiative and complicates the situation even more.

Conclusion: The most important conclusion of this presentation is that the side effects between different classes of drugs represent a reality and the abusive therapeutic schemes with many unnecessary drugs must be stopped.
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